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Political Essays
1890

a collection of the most important writings of michael walzer one of the world s most influential
political thinkers michael walzer is widely regarded as one of the world s leading political
theorists in a career spanning more than fifty years he has wrestled with some of the most
crucial political ideas and questions of the day developing original conceptions of democracy
social justice liberalism civil society nationalism multiculturalism and terrorism thinking
politically brings together some of walzer s most important work to provide a wide ranging
survey of his thinking and the vision that underlies his responses to contemporary political
debates the book also includes a previously unpublished essay on human rights david miller s
substantial introduction presents a detailed analysis of the development of walzer s ideas and
connects them to wider currents of political thought in addition the book includes a recent
interview with walzer on a range of topical issues and a detailed bibliography of his works this
collection will be welcomed by scholars in politics and philosophy as well as anyone keen to
engage in discussion on some of the key issues of our times

Thinking Politically
2007-01-01

this volume presents influential work by nicholas wolterstorff at the intersection between
political philosophy and religion alongside nine new essays on the nature of liberal democracy
human rights and political authority these novel essays offer an attractive alternative to the
public reason liberalism defended by thinkers such as john rawls

Essays in Political and Intellectual History
1969

istvâan bibâo 1911 1979 was a hungarian lawyer political thinker prolific essayist and minister of
state for the hungarian national government during the hungarian revolution of 1956 this
magisterial compendium of bibâo s essays introduces english speaking audiences to the writings
of one of the foremost theorists and psychologists of twentieth century european politics and
culture elegantly translated by pâeter pâasztor and with a scholarly introduction by ivâan
zoltâan dâenes the essays in this volume address the causes and fallout of european political
crises postwar changes in the balance of power among countries and nation building processes

Political Essays. [Chiefly reprinted from “Macmillan's
Magazine.”]
1866

this book lectures on the formation of character temptations and mission of young men 1853 by
rufus wheelwright clark is a replication of a book originally published before 1861 it has been
restored by human beings page by page so that you may enjoy it in a form as close to the
original as possible this book was created using print on demand technology thank you for
supporting classic literature

Understanding Liberal Democracy
2012-09-27

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice
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reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer
reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was
originally published in 1992

Political Essays
2020-07-18

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Art of Peacemaking
2015-01-01

in spite of the seeming heterogeneity of topics in its title revolutions systems and theories this
volume purports to be something more than a random collection of essays in political philosophy
the colloquium of the philosophy department of the university of western ontario 29 31 octo ber
1971 at which initial versions of the first eight papers were delivered was entitled political theory
and while the organizers anticipated and indeed welcomed topicality in the issues accorded
priority arid in the empirical evidence invoked they were also hoping for a reasonably
comprehensive explorat ion of some of the central issues of political philosophy for this reason it
was quickly decided that in such a field a philosophical focus on clarification of ordering
concepts required the suppiement and test of researches into more particular subject mauers by
social scientists thus to speak in general terms where the specializatlons and their taxonomies
multi ply fissiparously contributors include political scientists economists and sociologists
barnard baston tullock rapoport as well as philosophers scriven morgenbesser braybrooke tayior
and juxtaposed as proponents and commentators to generate exchanges across disciplinary
frontiers while the five additional invited papers are ali by professional philosophers they extend
the original colloquium either by continuing controversy on its funda mental issues e g rubinoff
nielsen roy or by their continued explorations in what are acknowledged to be boundary areas e
g schick wartofsky the greatest topical emphasis is that on revolution

Political Development
1970

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
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your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

The Free Holder
2009-08

at the forefront of political psychology pays tribute to john l sullivan one of the most influential
political psychologists of his generation sullivan s scholarly contributions have deeply shaped
our knowledge of belief systems and political tolerance two flourishing research areas in political
psychology that are crucial to understanding the turbulence of our times this volume compiled
by three of sullivan s longtime colleagues and collaborators includes cutting edge contributions
from scholars in political science and psychology the book is divided into three sections the first
two focus on how sullivan s work on political tolerance and belief systems influenced
generations of political psychologists the final section offers a more personal look at sullivan s
influence as a mentor to young scholars many of whom are now intellectual leaders in political
psychology the chapters featured here elucidate how these students were able to flourish under
sullivan s tutelage and lifelong mentorship one of john l sullivan s defining traits is his generosity
as a scholar mentor leader and friend over the years many have benefited greatly from sullivan
s willingness to share his intellect insight and passion for democratic values this impressive
collection will appeal to both students and professors of political psychology but also scholars of
social and political behavior political tolerance and anyone who has an interest in the
contributions made by sullivan

Politics Past
1957

does a global economy render the traditional nation state obsolete does globalization threaten
democratic life or offer it new forms of expression the german philosopher and social theorist
jurgen habermas addresses these and other questions in this work

Political Essays
1866

the common good of constitutional democracy offers a rich collection of essays in political
philosophy by swiss philosopher martin rhonheimer like his other books in both ethical theory
and applied ethics which have recently been published in english the essays included are
distinguished by the philosophical rigor and meticulous attention to the primary and secondary
literature of the various topics discussed

Facing the Facts
1932

a collection of thoughtful essays on the nature of society economics and politics by an influential
19th century philosopher and economist this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
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Political Essays. [Chiefly reprinted from “Macmillan's
Magazine.”]
1866

brings together essays by scholars who have worked in the public choice tradition

Regarding Politics
2023-04-28

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download
a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not
illustrated 1873 edition excerpt occasional adventures in their old line retail trade again absorbs
some but probably the largest part of the funds finds its way into the associations known as
building societies these building societies might with more propriety be called loan societies
their functions consisting in advancing money to be invested in building speculations which
though for the most part undertaken by the members are yet carried on on individual account
resembling in this respect the vorschussvereine described by professor huber in his interesting
paper on co operation these societies are extremely popular with the workmen and as to their
range of operations the reader will be able to form some notion when i state that several
considerable towns in north wales have been almost entirely built by the capital supplied
through this agency thus the pretty town of bethesda within five miles of bangor is almost
entirely the creation of the enterprise of working men deriving their funds from this source
llandudno rhyll and upper bangor owe their existence in large part to the same cause as to the
substantial comfort in which the people of the quarry districts live no one who has visited these
districts will i think feel any doubt nor is it comfort merely the style and finish of the workmen s
houses are very remarkable more particularly in bethesda and the neighbourhood of the
penrhyn quarries where the elegant model furnished by colonel pennant in his own village has
been turned to published in the social science transactions for 1862 excellent account a feature
in the architecture is the variety of modes in which the staple material is brought into requisition
roofing is but

Political Essays, with Sketches of Public Characters
1819

depending on the breadth or narrowness of the understanding of politics and the political politics
in human geography is defined as either the operation of power in all social relations or the
workings of power directed to or by the state this volume avoids the two extremes by
acknowledging the transformation of approaches to the political in human geography over the
past few decades but also by highlighting the continued importance of the more traditional state
based conception of politics the selected articles are clustered around six themes new agendas
in political geography state territoriality international relations and globalization internal
territorial organisation and geographical scale social movements and electoral participation and
identities and citizenship

Comparative Government And Politics
1984-08-13

excerpt from liberty and democracy and other essays in war time but while a programme of
reconstruction is yet to make it may be worth a word here to define the line which the author s
thinking repeatedly brings him to believe such te construction must follow this is the educa
tional not in any narrow scholastic way but broadly touching the whole life of the citizen and the
whole endeavour of the state democracy can only flourish where the citi zens are both
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intelligent and alert intelligent as to the purposes of their society and alert as to the means of
attaining these unceasing vigilance is the preserver of freedom but this must be accompanied
by a no less unceasing consideration of the ends of human life if the liberty is to be worth
preserving he who would duly enquire about the best form of the state ought first to determine
which is the most eligible life aristotle s aphorism is the core of political wisdom and its applied
meaning can only be that the citizen who is a true warden of his rights must be an athlete of the
mind forever trained and in training the problem of due training is the problem of political self
preservation about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Political Essays
1888

summary series of essays first published in 1687 focusing on the economics population growth
and development of london compared to other cities including dublin paris and rome in terms of
various vital statistics

Political Essays
2019-02-21

in this important volume the leading political theorist and philosopher norberto bobbio confronts
some of the most enduring moral questions of our time written over the last two decades of the
twentieth century the essays in this volume develop some of the central themes in bobbio s
moral and political philosophy they also reflect his longstanding civil commitment to liberty
democracy peace and equality the opening essay in praise of meekness analyses the virtue of
meekness in its individual and social aspects it identifies the meek person with the nonviolent
and meekness with the refusal to exercise violence against anyone meekness therefore is a non
political virtue it is the antithesis of politics the volume also addresses the persistent classical
problem of reason of state as well as the more contemporary questions of tolerance and truth
racism prejudice and ethics the problem of evil in the modern world is also discussed all the
essays display the sensitivity and depth of understanding that characterize bobbio s writings on
current debates and historical controversies the book will be invaluable reading for all students
and scholars of politics as well as those who are interested in the debates surrounding morals
ethics and law

Essays in Political Economy
1965

Political Essays
1887

Revolutions, Systems and Theories
1979
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POLITICAL ESSAYS
2016-08-29

Political Essays
2017-09-04

Political essays [etc., 1792-1804] Contents. Index
1851

Essays in the Politics of Education
1923

At the Forefront of Political Psychology
2020-01-29

The Postnational Constellation
2001

The Common Good of Constitutional Democracy
2013

Political Essays, With Sketches of Public Characters
2020-03-09

Essays in Political and Moral Philosophy
2023-07-18

Political essays
1990

Predicting Politics
2013-09-12
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Politics
1957

The Responsibility of Peoples
2018-03-22

Liberty and Democracy and Other Essays in War-Time
(Classic Reprint)
1755

Several Essays in Political Arithmetick
1977

Drawing the Line
2000-11-17

In Praise of Meekness
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